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INSTALLATION CERTIFICATE

The undersigned qualified installer attests to have personally fitted the here
described opening detector following the manufacturer instructions.

!
APPROPRIATE

CONTAINER ONLY

WASTE ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
(WEEE) DIRECTIVE

In the European Union, this lable indicated that this product should not be disposed
of with household waste. It should be deposited at an appropriate facility to enable
recovery and recycling (directive 2002/95/CE, 2002/96/CE and 2003/108/CE).
For information on how to recycle this product responsibly in your Country, please
visit the web-site: www.eur-lex.europa.eu



OPENING DETECTOR GEMINI 807

Gemini 807 is a radio-opening detector useful to protect window and door
frames with mobile shutter. The sensor is combinable with Gemini's alarm
systems equipped with radio receiver.

UK

In order to combine the sensor to the alarm system, please follow the
instructions in the alarm manual.

It is suggested to check the alarm type to which this device should be
combined with, since the sensor could be not operating in old models.

You are kindly requested to pay attention during the punching phases, in
order to avoid damages on rear parts (i.e. sunshade curtains).

! ATTENTION

! ATTENTION

INSTALLATION AND FUNCTIONNING

BATTERY REPLACEMENT

To check the charge status of internal batteries, press and then release the
sensor's button.
The battery status is optimal if the LED is turned on. A battery replacement is
required in case the LED's light is weak.
For battry replacement follow the indication reported below.

! ATTENTION

2- Remove the two uncharged batteries,

from their lamellar holder

1- Open the battery compartment

cover by lifting it from

the little tooth

3- Introduce two new

3V CR1616 batteries,

keeping the positive pole

turned toward the upper side

4- Lean the battery compartment cover on

the device cover as shown in the figure

and slide it toward the LED.

When the cover is stopped,

fix it by pushing its rear part.

Use only batteries of Cr1616 type; we suggest to not throw the exhausted
batteries in the normal garbage bins, but to use the specific containers for

their disposal.
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N.2 SCREWS

3.5 x 13mm

N.2 SCREWS

3.5 x 9,5mm

N.2 SCREWS

3.5 x 9,5mm

ADAPTER

The opening detector must be mounted and tightened on the fixed part of the
shutter to be protected, using the supplied screws.
The button must be in contact with the mobile shutter; in this way, the sensor is
able to detect any movement of the shutter.
After having tightened the sensor, open the shutter and check the LED's
turning on; it indicates that the alarm signal transmission is carried out and that
the sensor is operating properly.
If the LED is not turned on, check the sensor's position respect to the mobile
shutter or, use the supplied adaptor, if necessary.


